
Wraysbury 2XI v HURLEY 1XI – 29th August 2015 
 

 

WRAYSBURY 
T Singh c Basherat b Arshad 18 

P Midha c Sc Taylor b Arshad 22 

N Chohan c Sc Taylor b Arshad 5 

H Ibrahim b Basherat 7 

R Hobble c Akhtar b Ridgeway 30 

S Midha c Lewis b Basherat 16 

S Allaway c Wright b Ridgeway 0 

H Khan c Lewis b Basherat 8 

I Ahmed c Sc Taylor b Ridgeway 5 

A Rabbani Not Out 7 

F Rabbani b Ridgeway 2 

 Extras 3 

 Total 123ao 

 

N Akhtar 8-1-28-0 M Basherat 9-1-30-3 

I Arshad 12-3-40-3 P Ridgeway 8.5-0-24-4 

 

HURLEY 
G Lewis c Allaway b Ahmed 66 

Sc Taylor b Ahmed 2 

V Sharma c S Midha b Rabbani 14 

N Akhtar Not Out 18 

S Wright Not Out 7 

D Simoes 

A Morgans  

P Ridgeway  

I Arshad 

M Basherat 

St Taylor  

 Extras 17 

 Total 124-3 

 

Hurley’s chances of avoiding relegation improved dramatically with a rapid demolition of 

Wraysbury 2XI on Saturday in a match that lasted only 62 overs and was finished by 5.15 and 

looming rain clouds. Wraysbury won the toss and elected to bat on what looked like an 

inevitably damp deck after the week’s rain. Singh (18) clipped the first ball square for a 

boundary and set off with relish until his brief innings ended when Imran Arshad (3-40) had 

the batter lofting to mid-on where Mo Basherat took the steepling catch with 29 on the 

board from 6 overs. Mid-on was the place to patrol as 5 batters lofted in that region where 

Scott Taylor pouched 3 more and George Lewis one tremendous running catch. Pav Midha 

(22) proved more circumspect than his more expansive colleagues but fell to Arshad at 55-4. 

Rah Hobble (30) produced some classy batting until Phil Ridgeway (4-24) had him sweeping 

to mid-wicket after a stubborn 5th wicket stand of 35 with skipper Si Midha (16). No other 

batsmen could provide any stickability with an end of season abandon Wraysbury sunk to 

123 all out in 38 overs to surprise the tea lady with an early break. Ridgeway cleaned up the 

tail taking the last 3 wickets. 

 

Hurley’s future opened the batting with a combined age of 40, two thirds that of Hurley’s 

most successful bowler of the day. Scott Taylor (2) had no chance with the ‘gazunda’ that 

clattered into the base of his off stump with the score on 35. George Lewis (66) produced 

another sublime innings of powerful hitting and his 50 came up in 46 balls out of a score of 75. 



He fell hitting deep into deep mid-wicket where Allaway took a good catch. Naeem Akhtar 

(18not) and Steve Wright (7not) saw the visitors home inside 24 overs for maximum points. 

 

The last two wins closes the yawning gap to the team above, but still leaves Hurley needing 

to win their final match at Penn to be sure of avoiding the drop to Division 3.  


